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CONTEXT

Christmas,
a decisive period
Christmas is already fast approaching. This period
is one of the busiest for e-tailers. Stocks, logistics,
promotional emailing campaigns... nothing is left
to chance. The stakes are high since Christmas represents a substantial part of e-tailers’ turnover.
Christmas 2020 was a successful year with a
26.6 billion euros turnover. E-commerce took off
due to the health crisis, with a 30% increase compared to 2019.
Nevertheless, the end of the year always marks the
beginning of consumers’ hunt for gift. In line of
sight: the ideal gift that will please both the buyer
and the recipient: a period of great stress, therefore, for 65% of them2.

30% increase in sales
in 2016
So, what are e-consumers looking for?
The perfect gift in a minimum of time, effort (61%)
and budget (53%)3.
The e-gift card is the perfect answer to this
need. The recipient himself chooses his gift, and
the buyer can quickly and easily order it online.
Everyone can find what they are looking for.
The e-gift card is just as interesting for e-tailers
and offers a high degree of flexibility. This white
paper presents a wide range of actions to imple-

A trend emerged in 2020

ment with the e-gift card to maximize your Christ-

Christmas 2020 has been complicated because

mas sales while enhancing your brand image.

of the pandemic. As a result, the French average
basket has dropped by 30% compared to 2018.
The number of small merchants now present online accentuates the competition.

89% of French people intend
to shop online

1 Fevad study, 2018
2 OpinionWay study for Priceminister, 2016
3 Fevad study for Christmas, 2015
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THE MARKET

The e-gift card
concept

6 billion
euros
turnover

The gift card market (which includes the e-gift

7.5%
growth

card) represents 6 billion euros in France and
shows a strong growth of 7.5% per year on average.

per year

Features
Unlike a traditional gift card, it is totally dematerialized. The buyer can personalize it in different ways
(amount, visual, message...). Once validated, the
e-gift card can be sent by email to the recipient
(instantly or on a chosen date), or printed for hand
delivery. He will be able to use his e-card online or
in-store by presenting the printed card, or via his
smartphone.
More personal, more personalized and easier to
use, the e-gift card makes it possible to develop
new features such as the joint gift.

The single-brand e-card can only be used within
the brand that issued it. The multi-brand e-card is
issued by a third party (e.g. Illicado, Spiritofcadeau)
and can be used in a network of brands.
However, this second option does not allow a retailer to exploit the full potential of the gift card: the
buyer is not identified, the financial flow can’t be
anticipated (no cash advance, no expiration date
of the gift card), the amounts are limited (due to
regulations), and the brand image is not optimized
by the approach. On the other hand, the single-

Type of e-gift card

brand e-gift card allows to create a real strategy

There are two types of e-commerce gift cards:
single-brand and multi-brand.

around a brand and to control the variables. In this
white paper, we will therefore discuss the singlebrand e-gift card.

SINGLE-BRAND E-GIFT CARD
Create a real strategy
Captive customers
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Reaching new
customers
The single-brand e-gift card, which generates a

The recipient receives a card from someone close

tenfold increase in sales during the Christmas pe-

to him or her which shows the trust that this per-

riod, is a very good way to acquire new customers1.

son has in the brand. Nowadays, recommendations from a close friend or family member are

Communication tool

particularly valued by consumers: 83% of consumers worldwide say they trust viral media such as

The e-gift card is above all a service that enables a brand to develop its notoriety, to demonstrate its dynamism and to run a campaign directly aimed at the end customer. It
allows holding a product displaying the name
of the brand and is a memorization gas pedal.
Recommendation lever
The e-gift card is also a means of implicitly recommending a brand and endorsing it by a
third party who thus becomes its ambassador.

word of mouth and recommendations from family
or friends2.

Opportunity for discovery
The e-card is an invitation to test new products, and for 28% of recipients to discover
new brands3. It is therefore a unique opportunity to make customers aware of a brand or
an offer of which they are not yet aware.

28% of customers discover
new brands

Mon enseigne
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Reaching new
customers
Improve working capital

Establish a relationship

For the merchant, the e-gift card provides an
opportunity to generate revenue in advance,
meaning that the card is paid for before the
product or service is delivered. On average,
recipients use their gift card 50 days after receiving it1, which represents an opportunity to
improve working capital. And for those who
don’t use it during its validity (about 5%), it will
be automatically added to the «exceptional
product» line of the company’s account1.

The e-gift card thus represents a good way to
reach new customers for Christmas but it is
also necessary to set up loyalty strategies in
order for them to become regular ones. The
gift card being usable in several times, it represents as many occasions for the brand to
retain the gift card recipient.

REVENUE IN ADVANCE
Use of the card 50 days later
5% of non-used cards benefit the
brand

1 BuyBox
2 Nielsen Global Trust in Advertising study
3 Trifecta Research Group study for SVS
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Retaining your current
customers
Retaining customers represents one of the e-commerce pillars, especially as its cost is largely less
high than the cost of reaching new ones (6 to 7
times less expensive)1. A loyal customer buys regularly for an amount higher than the average one.
And if the loyalty rate increases by 10%, then the
brand value increases by 30%.1

It is a decisive moment to make it happen, at a
time where they are looking for preferential prices,
free delivery or promotions. During Christmas
2020, 62% of purchases were influenced by promotional or Christmas offers.2

The holiday season represents an opportunity to
develop a loyalty strategy upon current customers
and reach them for Christmas shopping.

The e-card as a loyalty tool
The e-gift card is an excellent way to develop a
loyalty strategy. It has the particularity to be more

What are customers looking for?

rewarding than a simple coupon. Both of them al-

Customers usually start their gift hunt by an intensive research phase on the Internet. It is what 87%
of them do.

“Customer retention is 6 to
7 times less expensive”

low to spend only in store or on the brand’s site
but the coupon is seen as an opportunistic offer
from merchants and not as a real reward to thank
customers for their loyalty. Nevertheless, the e-gift
card allows to tighten the relationship with customers whose loyalty is better known and rewarded.

87% do their research on
the Internet

White paper
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promotional or
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Retaining your current
customers
Example of a loyalty strategy via the e-card
Several operations can be done when using an e-card. For example, it is possible to offer a giftcard with a variable amount according to the amount of Internet-made purchases.
L’Occitane en Provence realized this type of promotional campaign the Monday after Black
Friday.

Its goal: reach early buyers
during their research

The e-gift card validity being limited to the
Christmas period, customers have been encouraged to come back to do their Christmas
shopping in store or online or just to treat
themselves during that time.
Results
Turnover has been maximized, especially since
the e-gift card use often leads customers to
spend more than the amount on it. More than
a third of customers spend 40% more than the
amount on the card3.

1. Etude Harris Interactive/RightNow en 2010
2. Etude Conversant 2017
3. BuyBox
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Targeting late
customers

E-gift card

4 days before
Christmas

Christmas is well-known for massive rushes, espe-

50% of turnover

cially on the last Saturday before D-day. Every year,
new buyers do or finish their Christmas shopping
last-minute. This year, almost everything was digital and carriers have seen their numbers explode.
For example, Colissimo delivered 4 times more
packages than usual in December 2020.
A trend confirmed with the numerous last-minute
gift idea lists available online, as well as special
events like Christmas markets for late buyers. For
Christmas 2019, 54% of the population were late
buyers.3

The e-gift card represents a real lever to target late
shoppers and maximize online sales until the last
day. There is no need to manage delivery as with a

Of course, it is possible to order last-minute gifts
online, but it can be risky if the delivery time is too
constraining. You can also use a last-minute instore click-and-collect, only if the product is available.

The e-gift card, an effective tool

physical gift card, since the process is entirely dematerialised. The immediacy of the email delivery
allows late buyers to receive the gift on time and
the personalization of the e-card makes it a perfect
last-minute gift without it seeming like a default
choice. The choice of a specific brand reflects the
recipient’s interests. As a proof, 50% of the e-card
sales are realized in the 4 days before Christmas.2

54% of French people are late
buyers
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Targeting late
customers
That is why several retailers launch dedicated campaigns aimed at late shoppers, just before D-day.
VeryChic, for example, a player on the high-end hotels private sales segment launched a campaign, via
its newsletter in particular, promoting the e-gift card and its advantages to maximize sales until the
very last minute.

1 CRR/ma-reduc.com study for Christmas
2 BuyBox
3 Hipay
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An ideal gift for
consumers
The gift reselling phenomenon

More and more unwanted gifts

For several years, a trend has been emerging
as soon as Christmas is over: the Internet gift
reselling period. Only in 2020, almost 18% of
French resold their Christmas gifts.

Numerous recipients were unsatisf ied with
the gift they received in 2020: 1 French person out of 3 received a so-called “unwanted”
gift, whereas in 2011 only 22% did. Others resell their duplicate gifts such as the latest
book or video game. And 42% of the money
collected by this transaction is used to buy a
gift they really like2.

18% of French person
resold their Christmas
gifts
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An ideal gift for
consumers
So why not offer them a gift card? This guarantees
it won’t join the long list of unwanted gifts since
the recipients can choose the one that will please
them. 59% of French people, more than the ma-

59% of French want a gift card
26% of young people wish to have a gift
card

jority, prefer to receive a gift card3. 55% prefer the
physical gift card but 70% of them would accept
a digital gift card3. The e-gift card is the most popular among young people aged 18 to 35 with 26%
of them choosing it3. This format therefore represents a strong potential for the future.

Just like physical stores, e-commerce websites must put on their Christmas colours to
maximize customer experience. The e-gift card can be customized especially for the holiday season, in a quick and easy way.

1 Kantar study for eBay
2 eBay/TNS Sofres
3 Trifecta Research Group study for SVS
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Integration with
after-sales service
The post-Christmas period is also quite intense

A flexible and reactive after-sales service

and the after-sales service is widely put to work.
Customers are massively reaching it after having

However, a too rigid after-sales service strategy

received unsuitable or defective products or to ask

may not be very effective. A flexible and agile one

for advice.

is preferable, given the diversity of customers’ expectations and responses. Some customers are ge-

A key step for customer satisfaction

nuinely unsatisfied, others are just trying to make
themselves heard, or see a good business opportu-

Today, the after-sales service is an essential part of customer satisfaction. Even if it
is requested after the purchase, this service
extends the relationship with customers
by answering issuing requests. The stakes
are high as 91% of them will get involved
elsewhere if expectations haven’t been met1.
It is thus necessary to remember this last
contact when only 4 customers out of 10 issue
a request. Others leave and join competitors
without saying anything2.

nity, or are trying to win you over with their loyalty.
It is necessary to evaluate each case, to analyse the
weight of each complaint and its impact on the
customer in order to measure what compensation
to consider. Thinking customer first increases the
chances of redemption for 70% of them, even 95%
if the complaint is handled immediately1.

91% go elsewhere if
they are not satisfied
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Integration with
after-sales service
A gift card is thus interesting to integrate into the
after-sales service process. It can be used as an
extra compensation, beyond the legal obligation,
and represents an additional attention from the
company to its customers.
The e-gift card, a strong link

Easy to deploy
For the company, the e-gift card is an easyto-deploy solution regarding logistics. Unlike
a physical gift card with high production and
delivery costs, the e-gift card can quickly be
generated and sent f rom a customers’ email
addresses database.

The e-gift card, more than just a well perceived format, allows the customer to come back within the
company to make a purchase. Having a certain
amount credited to your bank account after a request often doesn’t represent a sufficient motivation to come back to the brand’s store or website.
The amount added will quickly be forgotten while
adding a gift card in addition to the monetary
compensation will allow to keep a strong link with
the brand and to get the customer to come back.

SHOP

E-carte

Legal obligation to
compensate

E-shop

Extra compensation with the
e-gift card
1 Lee resources
2 TARP study on consumer goods
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Taking the gift card program
a step further
Open up to professional customers

Develop gift cards distribution

Christmas is a good time for companies and

Brands can go further regarding their gift cards

workcouncils to buy dematerialized gift cards

distribution network during Christmas in order to

from brands. Between Christmas parties, meals

reach other actors. Numerous e-commerce

with colleagues... the end of year celebrations are

websites, resale sites, digital reward catalogues

not lacking. It has even become for most compa-

and digital loyalty programs are actively looking

nies an institution that we can’t escape. And the

for brands’ dematerialized gift cards for their cus-

crucial moment of this period is when employees

tomers.

receive a gift, as a thank you for their hard work
throughout the year. A gesture that is not entirely

Especially during the holiday season, where most

insignificant, which helps to strengthen teams and

consumers are looking for gifts to offer to their lo-

bring managers and employees closer together.

ved ones. Each has a personal research strategy,
some being more organized than others. But no-

And one of the most chosen gifts for this mission,

body will be against some help. By offering a gift

is the gift card. Especially the digital card, which

card on high traffic and visibility points of sale,

combines personalization and convenience, per-

consumers don’t have to look on the brand’s

fect for employers. A juicy market, gathering hun-

website anymore but can find the gift card on their

dreds of thousands of companies, on which the

usual path. It represents as many opportunities to

issuing brands can position themselves.

trigger sales.

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

+ Increase recognition upon employees

+ Gain visibility on high traffic points of sale

+ Enlist new customers upon workers

+ Increase distributed gift cards volume

+ Have a growing turnover (the B2B share

+ Additional income with purchases from gift
cards holders

representing 25 to 50% of gift cards purchases)

1. Trifeca Research
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Where to start?

Setting up an
e-gift card
Usually, when a retailer wants to implement the e-gift card, it anticipates only the submerged part of the iceberg: setting up the interface and the payment... However, the
hidden part is even more important and needs to be perfectly anticipated. Here are the
main points to keep in mind before you start.

Marketing

Security

Customer experience

Payment

White Paper
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Where to start?

Setting up an
e-gift card
Customer experience

Marketing

Security

Creation of the e-gift card pur-

Implementation of a promotio-

Implementation of different le-

chase interface on your site.

nal and communication sche-

vels of security, the e-card being

UX/UI design for an optimal cus-

dule around the e-gift card.

a means of payment.

tomer experience and minimize

Consideration in the develop-

Management of fraud and ope-

cart abandonment.

ment of your brand.

rating anomalies.

Planning and creation of e-cards

Incorporation of the e-gift card

visuals according to the year’s

into your loyalty program.

highlights.

Implementation of a real-time,
detailed and personalized data
report.

Payment

Implementation

Set up the redirection to a payment page to cre-

Implementation on payment and IT systems.

dit the amount to your company’s bank account.

Administrative support (accounting, finance...).

Management of cross-channel payments and ad-

Management of traffic peaks (Christmas...).

ditional payments (in case the amount is higher

Creation of the backoffice (managing the pro-

than the one on the e-card).

gram, generating codes for use).

Management of expired e-cards, cancellations

Setting up the e-card use rules (validity period...).

and refunds.

Backoffice maintenance and evolution (new fea-

Development of the interface in several countries

tures: deferred sending, common pot...).

with different currencies, in case of international
deployment.
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Another solution

Choosing the right
provider
It is complex and time-consuming to develop such a solution internally; the implementation requiring to secure and manage returns and payments... Another alternative may be to outsource the
project to a solution that will allow a relatively quick and adapted deployment to your current system,
whether it is more or less complex. It is obvious that you have to choose your provider correctly since
he will become an important partner of your activity. Here are some advices to make this choice.

Analyse the provider’s activity

A technology of its own?

First of all, it is necessary to carefully analyse
the activity of the provider. Is the e-gift card
one of many activities? Or is it its core business? The answers to these questions are
critical and provide insight into the provider’s
expertise and level of program support.

It is important to confirm if the company develops its own technology or on the contrary
subcontracts a part of it, as it is often the case
with web agencies. Selecting a company that
masters the service from A to Z guarantees a
better reactivity, especially in case of a bug or
possible problems. Reactivity is very appreciable here, especially in a context where customers seek more and more instantaneity.
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Another solution

Choosing the right
provider

A scalable solution?

Security

Outsourcing your e-gift card program to a
company that has developed its own technology also allows you to benefit from a stable and
scalable solution over the long term, adapted
to new digital trends and the ever-changing
expectations of consumers.

The quality of the security set up is another
point that must be checked with attention, at
the time of the research of a provider. As the
e-gift card is an additional means of payment,
it is important to ensure optimal security. As
the source of many frauds against the company, online purchases must be given special attention. Multiple attempts, changing
amounts... so many suspicious behaviours
leading to the need to integrate preventive
measures into the solution. It is therefore advisable to check in detail the different levels of
security put in place to limit fraud.

Integration
It is essential to learn about the integration of the used technologies, especially
in your information technology system.
A complex integration can signif icantly
delay the launch of your project.
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Finally

Expanding your use

The e-gift card is the perfect answer to the retailers’ needs for the holiday season. From customer
acquisition to after-sales service, it represents an
additional asset that can be used throughout the
customer journey to maximize sales. Even if Christmas is a period with an intensive use of the e-gift
card, it is interesting to set up an e-gift card strategy all year long.

tional marketing strategy to gain visibility, quickly
attract new customers or animate a community.
Used as a reward in a contest, it highlights a brand
and the winning consumers.

The dematerialized gift card is a very appreciated

Other events in the customer’s life, such as Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, birthdays... can be conducive to the purchase of an e-card or to create a link
with the customer during important stages of his

White Paper

The e-card can be very well integrated in a promo-

A benefit for employees

A gift for great events

life.

A prize for a contest

business gift for a company’s employees. For an
incentive campaign, the e-card is a sign of consideration and allows to value or reward employees.
The other advantage of this type of gift is that it is
exempt from taxes, provided that it is below the
maximum amount set.
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About
BuyBox
BuyBox offers omnichannel gift card solutions in SaaS mode, dedicated to major brands and retailers.
After years of research and development, we have created a Plug and Play solution for the global
management of gift card programs: B2C, B2B, incentive, loyalty program and distribution.
More than 80 brands and 5000 points of sale use BuyBox every day worldwide.

www.BuyBox.net

Our customers
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